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What resources or support would help you craft your academic statement?
Students were asked the open‐ended question "What resources or support would help you craft your
academic statement?" 38 Olympia Campus Students Responded (46%). Responses were categorized into
groups, and analyzed. First‐time, First‐year students most often mentioned the Writing Center, Examples of
Academic Statements, and Peers (15.8%), followed by Workshops / Mentoring Day and Faculty (13.2%).
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What resources or support would help you craft your academic statement?
Writing Center
Lower Division
I really appreciate the writing center and Academic Statement Workshops.
My program and the writing center.
The Writing Center
The writing center and a clearer picture of what the Academic Statement should look like.
The Writing Center, Faculty feedback, Peer review
The Writing Center. A seminar with peers to see what/how they crafted theirs.
Examples of Academic Statements
Another round of academic statement workshop days, I was unable to attend the set in Winter Quarter. A more
specific set of guidelines and an example academic statement posted on my.evergreen would be great, too.
Availability to see past academic statements as examples.
Examples of other students academic statements along with their transcripts. I've seen some but would like to
I portion on the website dedicated to explaining them and what they should look like would be helpful. Possibly a
rubric or series of examples.
Models of other statements
Some model statements to look at.
Peers
Group writing events in dorm common rooms
Other students experiences
The Writing Center, Faculty feedback, Peer review
The Writing Center. A seminar with peers to see what/how they crafted theirs.
Time in class to review and advise our classmates.
Tips from students who have excelled at writing them in the past.
Workshops and/or Mentoring Day
Another round of academic statement workshop days, I was unable to attend the set in Winter Quarter. A more
specific set of guidelines and an example academic statement posted on my.evergreen would be great, too.
Group writing events in dorm common rooms
I really appreciate the writing center and Academic Statement Workshops.
I went to a few workshops and faculty were helpful
Workshops
Faculty
Faculty help is appreciated.
Help from faculty, or anyone.
I went to a few workshops and faculty were helpful
Professors
The Writing Center, Faculty feedback, Peer review
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Better Definition of Academic Statement
Another round of academic statement workshop days, I was unable to attend the set in Winter Quarter. A more
specific set of guidelines and an example academic statement posted on my.evergreen would be great, too.
Brochure giving guidelines as to what the Academic Statement is and how to use it.
General guidelines or examples of structure
The writing center and a clearer picture of what the Academic Statement should look like.
Other
Computer Lab
Computing center and the QuASR I guess
Developing better time management skills and better writing skills.
More regular "due dates" in order to push for more revisions.
In Program
More in‐class workshops
My program and the writing center.
Time in class to review and advise our classmates.
More Experience in School/Life
More experience in school to write it. I still do not know what I want to do or who I am really to write a thorough
academic statement
More time spent in college to reflect upon.
Other students experiences
Don't Know
Myself?
The school offers a lot of resources that I haven't yet explored, so I would have to try those before I could answer
this question.
Unsure
More Time
Another round of academic statement workshop days, I was unable to attend the set in Winter Quarter. A more
specific set of guidelines and an example academic statement posted on my.evergreen would be great, too.
I portion on the website dedicated to explaining them and what they should look like would be helpful. Possibly a
rubric or series of examples.
Staff, Editor, Mentor, Tutor
A writing tutor would be marvelous!
Help from faculty, or anyone.
Class on writing / specific to the Academic Statement
Developing better time management skills and better writing skills.
Normal writing or virus's projects
No Resources Needed
Nada :)
None needed
Academic Advising / Career Services
Better Academic Advising. I had to schedule an appointment a month out with Maggie to help understand what I
need to take, and when, to graduate on‐time and meet the requirements for MIT.
More Time
Time in class to review and advise our classmates.
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